
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Construction Clean up at the Newly Renovated DIA 
 
American Carpet Care & Janitorial preaches the importance of orchestrated final cleaning 
to every General Contractor we meet.  Our recent effort to open the DIA for their 
opening Gala fundraiser last weekend enriched not only our staff but the operation 
efforts to unveil a spectacular expansion & renovation that was 6 years in the making. 
 
Organized chaos.  Amid the dozen trades setting up for the televised event that 
consisted of stage & tent erectors, furniture movers, sound & lighting set-ups, floral 
designers, artists, performers, musicians and caterers, our task was to eliminate post 
construction dust, polish acres of marble, clean all store fronts & windows, pressure 
wash the front entrance and of course, vacuum the red carpet.   
 
Many projects come and go, but few will leave an impression as our experience at the 
DIA.  We do get to go behind the scenes of many projects, but non other has given our 
staff, young and old, the opportunity to relive memories of the DIA and, for some, 
experience their first visit.  We like to inspire our younger staff members by teaching 
them diligence, a strong work ethic and the appreciation of the good things that the 
world has to offer.  This project was priceless in the enrichment presented before us 
coupled with the satisfaction of achieving success in an assignment of such critical 
responsibility. 
 
The DIA staff of directors, security and housekeeping team treated us as one of their 
own and showed their appreciation with every smile and hello.  We canvassed the 
657,000 sf building with our equipment in teams of ten and twelve over a five day 
period.  315 man hours later, we were rolling out the back with our mop buckets as the 
guests in black tie were arriving.   
 
Our philosophy is that cleaning is an art.  Not everyone is an artist.  Please consider the 
importance of final cleaning the next time your project is ready to be delivered and call 
on American Carpet Care & Janitorial.  We have a passion for construction, an eye for 
detail and we make every trades work look good. 


